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PREFACE 

THE first edition of the Outlines of Economics, written by 
Professor Ely, was published in 1893. Four persons cooperated 
in preparing the revised and enlarged editions which appeared 
in 1908 and 1916. The present edition, though no larger than 
its predecessor, is the product of another thoroughgoing revi
sion, and embodies substantial changes. 

Few pages remain wholly unaltered. Many of the changes 
merely have the purpose of attaining increased precision and 
lucidity of statement. Others reflect the revolutionary eco
nomic changes of the last seven years. Giving their due impor
tance to these changes has involved much more than merely 
bringing the book "up to date." The World War not only 
created new economic problems: it gave a new significance 
and a new distribution of emphasis to old problems. 

To make room for new material many small excisions have 
been made here and there, the lists of questions formerly ap
pended to the several chapters have been omitted, and the 
chapter on Insurance has been dropped. The discussion of 
busmess cycles has been considerably expanded and has been 
made into a separate chapter. Even more noticeably than 
before, therefore, the book is made up of fairly full discussions 
of the fundamental subjects of value and distribution, money 
and banking, and public finance, together with more summary 
treatments of a group of other topics. But, as before, we have 
tried to avoid any artificial separation of "theory" and "prac
tical problems," and we have taken pains to retain the general 
organization and especially the general point of view.»f the 
earlier editions. 

The chapter on Profits has been pretty thoroughly rewritten, 
the chapter on Interest !las been simplified and otherwise altered, 
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vi PREFACE 

and there are substantial changes in the second of the two chap
ters on Value .and Price. Much new material will be found in 
the discussions of taxation, money and prices, international 
trade, transportation, agricultural problems, socialism, and 
other topics. 
, We ate a~ain indebted to. many t~cbers 0'£ economics for 

'helpful cr~ticisms and suggestions. . 
THE AUTHOllS. 

SEPTEMBER, I923.' 
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APPENDIX A 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT 

Economic Ideas in the Ancient World. - The impression is fre
quently given that there were no writings on economics before Adam 
Smith. This impression is erroneous, and derives its plausibility from 
the fact that before Adam Smith economic subjects were treated either 
disjointedly and in a monographic way, or el .. e in connection with ethics 
and political philosophy. But in treating economics in connection 
with ethics and politics, the older writers were merely following an 
almost inevitable method of dealing with economic problems. Indeed, 
if we are to derive the utmost possible benefit from this brief survey of 
the development of economic thought, it is necessary to begin many 
centuries before Adam Smith, with the Greeks. 

The Greeks. - The three writers among the Greeks most interesting 
to the economist are Plato, Aristotle, and Xenophon. Both Xenophon 
and Aristotle (or, more probably, some unknown disciple of Aristotle) 
have treatises upon the specific subject of Economics, but these are 
devoted principally to domestic economy, or the management of the 
household; and the more important economic ideas of the Greek writers 
are derived from their works which deal primarily with political and 
ethical subjects. 

Plato describes a utopia in his Republic. His aim was to picture an 
ideal society in which the ills of society were to be corrected by a com
munistic State, and he included a communism even of wives and chil
dren, going farther than modern communists. The communism of 
Plato admitted, strange as it may seem, slavery, on which his social 
superstructure indeed rested as a base. The Laws of Plato is a more 
practical work. It aims to present not the best possible state, but a 
more practicable one, and deals to a greater extent with existing in
stitutions. 

Aristotle's principal work for us is the Politics, and it is indeed one 
of the most remarkable books in the world's history. Its influence 
is strongly felt today, for it was carefully studied by theologians of the 
Middle Ages, and through them entered into the thought and life of 
their" time; and the thought and life of their time can be seen by the 
careful student to have entered in a thousand ways into the institutiollS 
of the twentieth century. 
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While Plato tacitly accepted slavery, Aristotle actively defended the 
institution of slavery, describing the slave as an II animated tool," and 
insisting that slave labor was necessary in order that the ruling classel 
might have the leisure for statecraft, art, and literature. Both Plato 
and Aristotle, also, fully appreciated the advantage. of the division of 
labor, and understood, in consequence, that a certain amount of traffic 
and exchange is necessary. But both writers shared the common prej
udice against trade and commerce i what one man gained in exchange, 
they thought, some other man lost r and to live by trade wal in their 
eyes despicable. Aristotle, moreover, defended the institution of pri
vate property, and formulated ideas about money and its function. 
that still influence men's thinking about those subject., but he con
demned interest taking because, as he expressed it, money i. barren. 

Perhaps the most cbaracteristic quality of Greek economic thought, 
speaking generally, is the thorough subordination of economic to ethical 
and political considerations. The object of lire, in their view, 11'&1 

self-knowledge or self-realization, not the acquisition of richel, and they 
refused to regard wealth as an object of fundamental importance to 
either the individual or the State. Plato, indeed, in certain parh of 
his writings, defends the ascetic idea that human wantl are to be latia
fied, not by the improvement of productive processes, but by the re
pression of the wants themselves. 

The Romans. - While the economic institution. of the Roman. 
and the manifestations of their character in their economic life will 
repay investigation, they were not remarkable for independent thought. 
Their economic ideas, like their philosophical doctrines, were borrowed 
from the Greeks, and show the same general characteristica which the 
ideas of Plato and Aristotle do. Commerce and trade were held In 
contempt, particularly when carried on in a small way. Interest taking 
was by some thought to be II as bad as murder." Agriculture, on the 
other hand, was esteemed to be worthy of the noblest citizens, and a 
.. return to the soil" in later Roman times was frequently recommended 
as a cure for the prevailing degeneracy. Pliny said the great estates, 
the lalifundia, together with slave labor and the destruction of the small 
independent farmer, caused the downfall of Rome. Among other 
agricultural pro~lems discussed by the Romans were those of intensive 
versus extensive culture, and slave versus free labor. 

The jurists are, however, the most important of aU. Whatever 
may he its imperfections, the Roman law, the corpus ju," tiflili., is 
the most remarkable legal system the world has ever seen and for train
ing in careful and accurate statement is unsurpassed. All a training 
for economic studies, Roman law is a valuable branch of learning. It 
gives us also invaluable information about the econoJPic institutions 
of Rome. 
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Christianity. - To the economic thought of the time Christianity 
brought the revolutionary ideas of the dignity of toil and the equality 
of men before God. The philosophy of the Stoics had brought analogous 
ideas to the attention of the restricted intellectual world of the day, but 
Christianity popularized those ideas. The clergy were encouraged to earn 
their livelihood by manual labor, and laymen were exhorted to free 
their slaves as soon as they had become Christians. With respect to 
money and trade, however, the effect of Christianity was to strengthen 
and impress the teachings of Aristotle. 

The Middle Ages. - As the power of the Church increased, its 
economic ideas found more formal expression in the treatises of the 
Ichoolmen and medieval theologians who expounded the church or 
canon law. Indeed, in the corpus juris canonici we have a definite 
system of economic thought which, while it was largely theoretical and 
intended originally for the ecclesiastical courts, came in time to be widely 
applied in secular affairs through the power of the confessional, the 
pulpit, and the wide jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts. 

The doctrines of the canonists were based, in part, upon biblical 
injunctions against usury and the pursuit of wealth. The early Chris
tian fathers frequently went so far as to condemn private property and 
set up the ideal of communism among the faithful. But this was only 
an ideal, and private property was early recognized as a necessary evil 
resulting from the fall of man. This ideal, however, was powerful 
enough to keep alive the doctrine that the maintenance of the poor was 
not a m~tter of philanthropy, but a binding obligation, in the words of 
Thomas Aquinas, the most distinguished canonist, a debitum legale. 

Following the philosophers of Greece and Rome, and in sympathy 
with the scriptural attitude toward wealth, trade and commerce were 
regarded as greatly inferior to agriculture and handiwork as a 
source of liVelihood. It was still believed that what the seller made 
by trade the buyer necessarily lost. As commerce developed, however, 
trade had to be recognized by the Church. In doing so, the canon 
writers formulated the doctrine ofjuslum pretium, that every commodity 
has ajusl price, or value, which it is sinful for the seller to exceed. The 
modern trades-union doctrine of a fair wage, and the decisions of our 
courts concerning reasonable charges for gas, railway services, etc., 
illustrate the permanent necessity of ethical ideas of this sort. . 

The canonists condemned usury, which originally signified any loan 
interest, and not necessarily excessive interest. Their argument against 
interest was based upon scriptural strictures against usury, and upon 
Aristotle's argument that money is barren. Interest taking by the 
clergy had been prohibited as early as the fourth century; but in 1311, 

at the Council of Vienna, interest was prohibited II absolutely and 
universally," regardless of the civil law; and by the middle of t"he 
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fourteenth century, the prohibition of interest had, in many places, 
been incorporated into the civil law. Little by little, howenr, the 
Church was forced to change its attitude, and in the middle of the ail:
teenth century (1545) a statute was passed in England legaliaing an 
annual interest rate not in excess of 10 per cent. By thi. time the 
teachings of the canonists were fast giving way to the doctrine. of 
mercantilism. 

Economic Ideas in Modem Timea. - Before the close of the sixteenth 
century, the temporal power of the Church had been undermined by 
the development of the great modern monarchies, and in economic thought 
religious considerations were replaced by political necesaities. The 
problem of the Church - the univer&al establishment of the Kingdom 
of God upon earth - gave way to a newer problem - the maintenance 
and aggrandizement of rival states. The latter were in pressing need 
of ready money with which to build navies and IUpport armies. 1I0w 
to increase public revenue and national wealth became the absorbing 
questions of the time. 

Mercanlilism. - The mercantile system, also called Colbertism, 
restrictive system, and commercial system, obtained from the early 
part of the sixteenth century until late in the eighteenth century, and 
its infiuence is still felt. Mercantilism is not, strictly speaking, the 
product of a school of political economists, but rather the name given 
to the economic policy of statesmen which prevailed during the period 
and to the detached views of writen who explained or extolled the 
mercantile system. Most prominent among the statesmen who were 
mercantilists may be named Colbert, of France, Frederick the Great, 
of Prussia, and Cromwell, of England. Serra, an Italian, early in the 
seventeenth century presented a moderate and systematic Itatement of 
their views in a work entitled A Briif T"alis, DII Causes ",ltielt ",ai, 
Cold lind Sillier abound ",Iter, ,Iter. a" liD JI i/JeS. Thomas)J un. in 
England, a generation later, wrote a valuable treatise from the III nd
point of the mercantilists, called E,.,land's T"GSu" b, Ford,,, T,ul,: 
or ,h, BalaffC' Df."., T,od, ,he Rul, Df"' T,ellsu", while Sir James 
Steuart's 1 rcqui,;u ;n1o ,he P,iffCi ~les of Polili€al Ec_fII" published 
in 1767, may be regarded as closing the development of the theory of 
mercantilism. 

The principal characteristics of mercantilism - the efforts to increase 
the stock of precious metals within the country, to maintain a favorable 
balance of trade, to increase the population and foster manufactures, 
if necessary at the expense of agriculture - have been described else
where, and need not be repeated at this poinL In attempting to apply 
these theories, however, the statesmen of this epoch instinctively turned 
to that instrument - the law - with whose use they were most familiar, 
and statutory restrictions were multiplied IUltil merca"tilism in one 
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lense became practically synonymous with governmental interference. 
Toward the end of the eighteenth century, however, the commercial 
position of England, for example, became so strong that many of her 
industries found themselves crippled and confined by the very laws 
which had protected their infancy, and a reaction against mercantilism 
8et in. The reaction, naturally, took the form of a movement in favor 
of agriculture and against governmental interference in economic and 
industrial affairs. In obedience to the needs of a new epoch, political 
economy lent itself to a propaganda in support of the doctrine of in
dustrialliberty. 

The Physiocrats. - The reaction against mercantilism found its 
first thorough and scientific expression at the hands of the French 
physiocrats. Quesnay, a physician, Gournay, a merchant and adminis
trator, and Turgot,l the statesman, are their three principal authors. 
l'olitically, the physiocrats taught the doctrine of natural laws and 
rights, and loudly proclaimed the maxim of laissez-faire, that is, that 
the government should not interfere with private enterprise. Econom
ically, they exalted the importance of agriculture, and maintained 
that manufactures and commerce, which merely change the form or 
position of raw materials, are barren and unproductive (though useful 
when subordinated to agriculture) j but that agriculture alone yields a 
net surplus- produit net-over and above the expenses of production. 

Many of the other doctrines of the physiocrats follow logically from 
the primacy they accorded to agriculture. Holding that agriculture 
is the sole ultimate source of wealth, they maintained that the revenue 
of the State should be raised by a single direct tax - the impOt unique 
-levied upon land. All taxes must, they thought, in the end come 
out of land rent anyway j and it was better that the landlord should 
pay them at once instead of waiting until they had passed through five 
or six hands and various profits had added to their amount. Naturally 
the physiocrats were ardent champions of free trade. They encouraged 
also the consumption of agricultural products, .. in order that the produit 
net might be increased," and were generous champions of the importance 
and rights of the downtrodden peasanty. Pauvres paysans, pauvre 
royaumei pauvre ,oyaume, pauvre ,oi, was the borrowed motto of 
Quesnay's' Tableau Economique, the most important treatise of the 
physiocratic school. 

Adam Smith. - In 1776 Adam Smith published his Inquiry into the 
Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, the most influential eco
nomic treatise ever written. .. The life of almost everyone in England, 
perhaps of everyone," said Bag.:hot, .. is different and better in con-

I Turgot did not count himseU a member of the economic sect or sc1Iool whicla 
gave their views the name of "physiocracy," but his economic doctrines are very 
much like theirs. 
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sequence of it." His writings are in some respects similar to thole of 
the physiocrats, but in large measure independent, and further developed 
and modified by his Scotch training and habit of mind. We find In 
Adam Smith the doctrines of free trade, non·interference, and natural 
laws, yet all stated more guardedly. Although he do .. not regard 
agriculture as exclusively productive, he does show a partiality for 
agriculture, for in this branch of production, he say., nature labora 
along with man. He emphasized the importance of permitting each 
individual to follow his own lelf-interest al a means of promoting 
national prosperity, but he was not unmindful of the existence of al
truistic motives in mankind. He accords full recognition to the mo
tives of sympathy and kindness in hil Theory 01 Moral Semi"""" •. 
But the net result of Smith's teaching was to strengthen and emphasize 
the laissez-Iaire trend of economic thought in hi. time. .. Two con
ceptions," said Arnold Toynbee, .. are woven into every argument of 
the Wealth 01 Nations, the belief in the supreme value of Individual 
liberty, and a conviction that man', lelf-love i, God's providence, that 
the individual in pursuing his own interest i. promoting the welfare 
of all." In its method, the Wealth 01 Nation. remainl an admirable 
example, uniting shrewd analysis with a masterly command of economic 
facts. . 

Economic Thought in the Nineteenth Century. - TM Clallkal 
School. - The economic philosophy which prevailed during the first 
half of the nineteenth century is variously designated as the classical, 
Ricardian, English, or orthodox school. The earlier authors of this 
period were Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), Thomas Robert MaIthus 
(1766-1834), David Ricardo (1772-1823), Jamel Mill (1773-1836), and 
John Ramsay McCulloch (177CJ-1864). In all of theae writers we find 
the utilitarian philosophy, a deductive method, and the feeling that 
the outlook for the mass of the laboren was not a hopeful one. 

Bentham's great work was the formulation and propaganda of the 
utilitarian ethics, with its famous first principle or goal of social action 
- the greatest happiness of the greatest number. 

Malthus's principal contribution, contained in his celebrated work 
The TMory 01 Population, has already been discusled. His doctrine 
of population contributed more than any other single thing to make the 
political economy of the classical school harsh and gloomy. It .umeil 
to say that although wages were low they could be no higher, becaUIe, 
if by some fortunate chance wages increased, population was lure to 
multiply until the wage was forced back to the old leveL Poor relief 
and trades.-union activities were both useless. The woe of the poor was 
due to their own lack of foresight, and could be removed by the poor 
alone. It was taught" that he who brought children into the world 
without adequate provision for them should be left to the pomisbment 
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of nature." The responsibility of poverty was thus thrust upon the 
poor themselves j the rich were soothed with the assurance that they 
were not primarily responsible for the condition of affairs. Malthus 
himself, however, did not frame his doctrine in so remorseless a way. 
He recognized the importance of what he called" preventive checks .. 
to the increase of the population. Malthus brought the results of 
elaborate historical and statistical investigations to the support of his 
doctrines. 

Ricardo was perhaps the first economist who adequately emphasized 
the important problem of the distribution of wealth. The backbone 
of his distributive system was the Malthusian law of population . 
. Ricardo believed that as population increased, society would be forced 
to resort to poorer and poorer soils in order to obtain food j and as this 
took place an increasing share of the product of industry would go to 
the landlord in the shape of economic rent. The division of the re
maining product between labor and capital, in Ricardo's view, was de
termined largely by the standard of living j that rs to say, the laborer 
would receive enough to purchase the necessaries and conveniences 
required to support him and his family in their customary style of living, 
while the residue would go to capital in the form of interest and profits. 
Profits were thus the "leavings of wages. With the passage of time," 
and the settlement of a country, then, Ricardo's theory of distribution 
taught that rent would absorb a larger and a larger share of the product, 
wages a constant or slowly increasing amount, while profits would 
dwindle both absolutely and relatively. 

Ricardo's principal work was his Principles of Political Economy and 
Taxation. It was published in 1817, and in it Ricardo elaborates; 
although he did not originate, the usually received doctrine of rent, 
which, modified and developed, is the one presented in this book. His 
ideas in general have a markedly pessimistic tinge. Rent, he said, is 
due to the niggardliness, not to the bounty, of nature; and his theory 
of distribution emphasized the natural diversity of interest between 
wage receivers and profit makers, and the antagonism between the 
interests of landowners and all other classes of society. He made con
tributions of lasting importance to our knowledge of monetary phe
nomena and of international trade. Ricardo is remarkable for his 
power in the use of the abstract deductive method, and it is noteworthy 
that this distinction should attach, not to a professional scholar, but 
to one of the most successful brokers of his day. 

John Stuart Mill, who lived from 1806-1873, closed one period in 
the development of economic science and began another in England. 
He started, under the influence of his father, James Mill, as a thorough
going follower of Ricardo, preserved the old doctrines of value, rent, 
wages, and profits, and advocated laisses1aire as a general principle 
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of political expediency. But in his later years Mill advocated the dif
fusion of property through the regulation and tuation of inheritances, 
indorsed the appropriation by the State of the future unearned incre
ment of land, and emphasized an important distinction between the 
production and distribution of wealth. .. The law. and conditions of 
the production of wealth," he said, II partake of the nature of physical 
truths. There is nothing optional or arbitrary in them. . .. It i, not 
so with the distribution of wealth. That is a matter of human institu
tions solely. The things once there, mankind, individually or collec
tively, can do with them as they like. . .. The diatribution of 
wealth, therefore, depends upon the laws and customs of lOCiety. 
The rules by which it is determined are what the opinion. and feeling. 
of the community make them, and are very different in different age. 
and countries; and might be still more different, if mankind 10 choose." 

The old and the new doctrines found in lIil1'. Priru:il'el of PoliliclJl 
EcofJO"., do not always harmonize, however, and the result is a work 
one of the most valuable and inlluential of modern times, yet full of 
inconsistencies. Nevertheless, lIil1 will always be ngarded as the 
culmination of the school usually known a. the English deductive or 
classical school. Most of the work of the school wa. deductive; that is, 
they reasoned by singling out a few main facts of the esternal physical 
world and human nature familiar to all, and showing how men must 
act under the guidance of these laws. None of these economists pre
tended that the few laws which they considered were the whole of human 
nature, though they have sometimes been interpreted a. if they did 10. 

Walter Bagehot said of English political economy: II It is an analysi. 
of that world so familiar to many Englishmen, - the • great commerce' 
by which England has become rich. . .. Dealing with matters of 
• business,' it assumes that man is actuated only by motives of business. 
• .. And this deceives many excellent people, for from deficient 
education they have very indistinct ideas what an abstract acience is." 
Despite these limitations, the largest contributions that have beeD 
made to economic science came from the English classical school 

Socialism. - Mill's change of heart resulted partly from his study 
of the socialist writers, who voiced the earliest and most thoroughgoing 
protest against the views of the classical economists. lIodern 1OCial
istic doctrine may conveniently be dated from William Godwin', r .. 
qflir, cOfIcer"i", PoliliclJl Jvslice (I79J), although Godwin himseU was 
more of an anarchist than a socialist. Godwin and the early French 
idealists and communists, - Cabet, Saint-Simon, Fourier, etc., - be
gan the attack on the ethical and political views of the orthodolt political 
economy. Later the attack was continued in a somewhat more prac
tical and realistic way by writers such as William Thompson and Robert 
Owen in England, Bazard and Louis Blanc in France. Jtodbertus, 
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Lasalle, and lIarz in Germany. The foundation of classical political 
economy was laisuz-faire and its doctrinal structure was built around 
the lIystem of private capitalistic enterprise. Socialism in essence was 
a thorough protest against laissez-faire and the pri\'ate ownership of 
property. 

In recent times, largely under the influence of Karl lIars, socialism 
bas acquired a distinctive economic theory of its own, built in part, 
however, upon the foundations laid by Smith and Ricardo. Marx, 
in his work on Catilal, was in most ways more abstract, deductive, and 
pessimistic than any of the classical school. At bottom his whole 
theory was directed against those fundamental institutions of our social 
order which the classical economists took for granted. llan's doctrines 
are built in part upon a materialistic or economic interpretation of 
history, and the whole tendency of the modem scientific socialists bas 
been to emphasize the evolutionary standpoint. 

The Sociologists. - Among other infiuen(cs which changed Mill's 
conception of economic science, and induced him to temper the rigor 
of his early teachings, were the works of Auguste Comte (179&-1857), 
the founder of modem sociology. Comte was especially severe in his 
criticism of the methods of the classical economists. He denied, in 
particular, that it is possible to develop a helpful science of economics 
distinct from history, ethics, and politics. Sot only must these fields, 
he m:lintained, be cultivated in common, but the work must be done 
by inductive, as distinct from deducti\'e, methods. Society, he held, 
is characteriud by ordered change or uolution. The capitalistic 
stage, with which classical economics concerned itself, must be studied 
in connection with the past and the future. Economics, he particularly 
insisted, cannot be divorced from history. 

The Historical School. - This particular line of thought was in
dependently developed in Germany in the middle of the nineteenth century 
by three young Germans, Roscher, Knies, and Hildebrand, who vigor
ously assailed the doctrines of the classical school. They went back of 
the old premises - self-interest, private property, demand and supply 
- and tried to trace the historical development of ecooomic: life, coming 
to the conclusion that economic policies were not absolutely, but only 
relatively, right. They denied that economic science can discover laws 
which hold true for all times and all places. They emphasized the 
importance of inductive methods, and of the study of legal institutions, 
custom, and ethics in their relation to economic life. llast members of 
the school entertained a strong sympathy for policies of reform. Gusta v 
Schmoller, the leader of the later or .. younger" historical school, put 
especial stress upon careful, painstaking, detailed in\'estigatioDS of dif
ferent phases of the economic life of the past and the present ~ a 
DecesoSarY preliminary to the construction of a real economic science. 
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Owing to the political ferment in Germany during the infancy of the 
historical school and the formation of the German Empire when thi. 
reaction against the classical economists was at its height, German 
political economy of the last half of the nineteenth century wal Im
pregnated with a striking nationalistic Ipirit which separated it even 
further from the cosmopolitanism of the English writen. The creation 
of a new state is almost invariably attended by the enactment of re
strictive legislation, looking to the amalgamation of the diverse elements 
incorporated into the new state and the protection of it. Industriel from 
foreign competition. Laisses-faire, under these conditions, i. particu
larly difficult to maintain. The new national economy of Germany 
seemed to voice these political necessities. Like the classical eco
nomics of England, it was a creature of its own time and it. own 
environment. 

The Economic: Optimists. - The Malthusian doctrine of population 
is tinged with pessimism, and so also is the Ricardian theory of di .. 
tribution. In opposition to English economists, there wal developed 
elsewhere, about the middle of the nineteenth century, a acheme of 
thoroughgoing economic optimism, and this was presented in a more 
unqualified way by FrMeric Bastiat <1801-185°), than by anyone else. 
Bastiat. was an ardent agitator for free trade and a popular pleader for 
the existing order against the attacks of socialists and anarchists; he w .. 
the author of numerous pamphlets, and at the time of hi, death wa. 
engaged on a systematic treatise entitled Eco"omic Harmo"ies, of 
which the first volume only was completed. According to Bastiat, 
there is no economic rent. The landowner doe. not receive an unearned 
income. What we call rent is simply a return for past investments of 
capital. The profits on capital also, according to him, are simply a 
return on past labor, and relatively to wages, a diminishing return. 
For it is a peculiarity of labor stored up in those products which we call 
capital, that it continually diminishes in value as compared with prelt'nt 
labor. In other words, wages are continually gaining relatively al 
compared with the profits of capital. Capital may gain absolutely on 
account of the increase in the amount of capital. Wages gain both 
absolutely and relatively. Value gives us the ratio of exchange between 
services. Economic gain is in proportion to economic service except 
that labor is progressively a gainer on account of the fact that man'. 
present services <as seen in labor) increase in value as compared with 
man's past services as accumulated in capital. 

As Bastiat denied the existence of pure economic rent in the Ricardian 
sense, he also denied the Malthusian theory of population, holding that 
no proof could be adduced of a tendency of population to press upon 
the means of subsistence. The evils that we experience come, according 
to Bastiat, from man's interference with natural harmonies. Nature 
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works things out well, and this is the best of possible worlds if we could 
only let nature have her way. 

Henry C.Carey, the American contemporary of Bastiat, held similar 
doctrines, and was apparently the more original man. If either one 
borrowed from the other, it must have been Bastiat. Probably neither 
one was guilty of any conscious plagiarism. 

The writings of the optimists had a considerable influence for a time 
in Germany, where they were developed and applied with uncom
promising logic by men like Prince-Smith, Faucher, and a considerable 
number of others who were influential in the press and practical affairs 
rather than academic life. In the United States these writings have 
had a great deal of influence upon a number of early writers, among 
whom we may mention especially the late Arthur Latham Perry, long 
professor in Williams College, and Edward Atkinson, a well-known 
statistician and writer. 

Early American Economists.·- The reaction against the English 
economists, it is interesting to note, began earlier in the United States 
than in England or Germany. In the early part of the nineteenth 
century, emphatic dissent from the English doctrines was voiced by a 
group of publicists, among whom may be mentioned Alexander Hamil
ton, Daniel Raymond, Matthew Carey, Hezekiah Niles, and Frederick 
List. Hamilton's work and views are well known; Niles and Matthew 
Carey were pamphleteers of considerable note in the first third of the 
nineteenth century; and List, who, in the view of some authorities, 
planted the seeds of the German historical school, unquestionably ob
tained some of his distinctive nationalistic views about political economy 
in the United States, and first formulated them in his Outlines of Ame1'
Ican Political Economy, published in 1827.1 

Daniel Raymond, however, of all the American writers noted, is 
the least known, and yet the author of the first American treatise on 
political economy in which a distinctively American system of economic 
thought is suggested. Raymond's first book, Thoughts on Political 
Economy, appeared in 1820; a second edition, under the title Elements 
of Political Economy, appeared in 1823, and the latter was reprinted 
with slight changes in 1836 and 1840' The essence of Raymond's 
system is found in his conception of wealth. Wealth, he maintained, 
is not an aggregate of exchange values but the opportunity to acquire 
the material comforts of life by labor. The English political economy, 
in Raymond's view, was a study of private as opposed to political or 
national economy. Raymond emphasized the distinction between 
individual and social wealth, and maintained that the laws of wealth 

1 List returned to Germany and was there a forceful writer and agitator for 
German unity. and is identified rather with the history of economic thought of 
Germany than with that of the United States. 
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laid down by Adam Smith were untrue of a nation conceived as a uniL 
The interests of particular indh-iduals, or particular claues, he~. 
do not always coincide with the internts of the nation a. a whole, and 
the latter, he concluded, will be bnt advanced by developin, aU tbe 
national powers to tbeir widest possible estenL He was tbu. a W&I1II 

advocate of protection as opposed to u'ssn-!IJ'u. 
Raymond's "iew's had so impreswd Mattbew Carey that he olJered 

to support a chair of political economy at the l:nivenity of llaryland 
if the lJ"niversity would permit Raymond to fill it, Matthew Carey'. 
son, Henry C, Carey (1793-1879), by far the most in8uential of the 
early American economists, ... as in like maJlJler probably in8uenced 
by the teachings of RaymoJld. Carey was an eamest champion of 
protection, an indefatigable critic of classical ft.XlIIOIDic dcctrilws.. 
He denied the truth of the Malthusian priJlciple and the law of diminish
ing returns; objected to the Ricardian theory of reJlt; and maintained 
that the "a1ue of a commodity depends upon the cost of reproduction 
rather than the cost of production, as was. he thought, laid clown in the 
classical theory of ,·a1ue. Carey entertaiMd a concept of 1rQlth "ery 
similar to that of RaymoJld. and in some parts of his work adopted 
methods of inn~stigation ... hich brought him in dose touch with the 
sociologists and the German historical economists.. The keystone of 
his economic system is the doctrine of association. The iDCreasin~ 
mastery of man over nature, or the inCftase of wealth. CaRy hdd to be 
dq>eJldent upon the increasin, cfticiency rnultin, from a compact. 
homogeneous population, in which agriculture and manufacture are 
conducted side by side, iIl ... hich the home market idea is carried out in 
the most complete way, and in which. to be brief, the aMOCiatioJl of 
industrial and social units is most intense and intimate.. The «&

nomic philosophy of CaRy was inimical to free trade at nery point. 
The Aastrian School. - The protests apillSt the classical economist. 

which we have been consideriJl, were directed largdy agaiut the ICGpe 

they gave to economics and the methods they used. The Aastriaa 
ecoJlomists rep~Jlt a reaction DOt against their methods, but against 
some of their conclusions, and particularly against their theory of value.. 
The great contributioJl of the Austrian school is the marginallltility 
theory of ,-a1ue. which has beea most assiduously applied in economic: 
analysis by a group of Austrian economists, amon, whom may be 
specially mentioned Menger, "-leWr, Sax, and Bohm-Sawerk. But 
the marginal utility theory of value was advanced almost simulta
aeously, about 1871. by the English economist Jnons, the Autriall 
economist Menger, and the Fraach ecoaomist Wa\zas..1 

• Ia raJil)' the ...-ginaJ lltiIil)' theory bad .... apIaiDed ..." ,an Won 
this by • allllDM of oIloocuft writen wtIase ideas,. 1aowfta. _ aJlected the maiD 
~ of eaDaic u...ght. 
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The Austrians have been a leading force in producinr; what is not 
inaptly termed a renaissance in theory. The classical theory put the 
emphasis upon supply or the conditions of supply, maintained that in 
the long run cost of production determines value, and found the ultimate 
measure and explanation of value in the pain and sacrifice of labor. The 
Austrians maintain that utility, the pleasure or satisfaction derived from 
consumption, is the ultimate cause and measure of value; they empha
size demand as the English economists emphasized supply; and hold 
that value determines cost of production and not the cost of production 
value. Capital, they conclude, receives its value from the finished 
product instead of giving value to that product. The work of this 
school has tended to put the consumer in the place primarily occupied 
by the capitalist as the center of discussion in economic theory and 
to emphasize a short-time rather than a .. long-run" view of economic 
processes. The work of the Austrians has had a profound influence 
upon economic writing in the United States. 

Present Condition of Economic Thought. - The net effect of all 
these protests against the classical English economists has been to 
introouce a welcome catholicity into the methods of economic in,"es
tigation. The historical school emphasized the evolutionary standpoint 
and the necessity of minute investigation of the facts of industrial life, 
while the work of the Austrians operated to strengthen and explain the 
necessary place of deduction in economic analysis. Today the ordinary 
t'COnomist employs either method, or both, as the subject-matter de
mands, and the controversy about methods has become a thing of the 
past. With respect to the theory of "alue, neither supply nor demand, 
neither cost nor utility, neither the capitalist nor the consumer, is now 
said to exert a predominating influence in the determination of values. 
The Austrian school, it is now understood, supplied a needed corrective 
without revolutionizing the earlier theory of value. The Austrians 
themselves are "seen to have been guilty of laying exaggerated emphasis 
upon the consumer's influence upon value and price, and there is reason 
to belie,"e that their analysis is based in some degree upon a faulty 
psychology. 

So, similarly, with respect to the scope of economics. Economics 
has never given itself to a complete study of politics or ethics. It con
siders ethical and political phenomena when these cannot be dissociated 
from economic phenomena, but insists, nevertheless, upon the separation 
of economics from ethics, politics, and sociology. We recognize that 
these fields are not wholly or clearly differentiated, but we recognize 
just as clearly that a division of labor is necessary if accurate results 
are to be achieved. Furthermore, this division of labor is showing itself 
progressively within the limits of economics itself, as it has shown itself 
in all growing sciences. Indeed, the present condition of economic 
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thought was so accurately predicted by W. S. Jevon. in 1876. th.t hi. 
words - written in the midst of the controveny .mong the .dherenu 
of the deductive. historical. m.them.tical •• nd lOCiologicai method. 
of investigation - may well be employed to picture the condition of 
the science of economics .s it exists tod.y : 

" As I have previously explained. the prelent chaotic .tate of ecg. 
nomics arises from the confusing together of leveral br.nches of "'nowl
edge. Subdivision is the remedy. We must distinguish the empirical 
element from the abstract theory. from the .pplied theory. and from 
the more detailed art of finance .nd administration. Thu. will .rille 
various sciences. such as commercial statistics. the m.thematical theory 
of economics. systematic and descriptive economics, economic lOCiology. 
and fiscal science. There may even be a kind of crosl subdivision of 
the sciences; that is to say. there will be division into branches AI re
gards the subject. and division according to the manner of tre.ting 
the branch of the subject. The manner may be theoretical. empirical, 
historical. or practical; the subject may be capital .nd labor. currency. 
banking. taxation. land tenure. etc .• - not to .pe .... of the more fun· 
damental division of the science as it treats of consumption. production. 
exchange. and distribution of wealth. In fact. the whole lubject I. 
so extensive. intricate. and diverse. that it is absurd to 'UPPOIe it can 
be treated in any single boo .... or in any single manner." I 

I Jevons, TIIury II/ PIIliIiuI &-7. Jd eel., pp. avo nI. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS 

SOME teachers of economics rely chiefly upon classroom discussion of 
assignments in a textbook, supplemented, perhaps, by other reading 
requirements. Others make large use of lectures and of problems and 
brief reports assigned in connection with particular subjects discussed 
in the class. Some require the student to write one or more longer 
essays or themes on specific topics. In this book specific references 
have been appended to each chapter. The aim has been to list only 
books and papers that have value in themselves and that have a direct 
bearing upon the subject matter of the respective chapters. Ref
erences to parallel discussions in other elementary textbooks have for 
the most part been avoided, the aim being to enable the student to ex
tend his inquiries by reading more advanced and comprehensive treat
ments of particular problems. 

There is no one" best way" of teaching economics, for the methods 
used must depend very largely upon the size of the classes and the 
maturity of the students. It has been the experience of the writers, 
however, that whatever the relative degree of emphasis put upon 
lectures, classrooni discussions, and assigned problem work of different 
sorts, mastery by the student of one book on general economics, or at 
least of so much of it as treats of fundamental economic principles, is 
an essential part of every introductory course in the subject. When 
pressed for time, the teacher using this book may find it desirable to 
omit all of it save Book II, " Principles and Problems." When more 
time is available, it may be deemed wise to include discussions of certain 
subjects not treated in this volume. "The economic problems of munici
palities," .. the control of public utilities," "the elemc!nts of statistical 
method," "the problems of poor relief," "the general principles of 
market organization," .. the economic aspects of risk-taking" (includ
ing insurance and speculation), are a few among many possible supple
mentary topics. 

Valuable suggestions on the teaching of elementary economics Win be 
found in various papers and discussions printed in the Journal of Political 
Economy, Vols. xvii-xxx (1909-1922). See also C. E. Persons, .. Teach
ing the General Course in Economics," in Quarterly Journal of Econom
ics, Vol. xxxi, and John Ise, " The Course in Elementary Economits," 
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with discussion by others, in the .A",~riCIJ/I E:o"(",,i~ ReYi"" Vol •.• ii 
and xiii. 

The problem of making an adequate amount of supplementary readin, 
available to students in large classes has been made easier to IIOlve by the 
publication of volumes of excerpts, designed for this particular usc. 
(W. H. Hamilton, Cu"e"" Eco,",,,,ic P,oble",s; L. C. Marshall, R"uli", 
in 'rtdl.slrial Society; L. C. Marshall, C. W. Wright, and J. A. Fit"1d, 
M altrials fl»' lhe Sludyof Elc",e""a" EcoJft1",ics; C. J. Bullock, Sclulr4 
Readings," Ecollo",ics; F. A. Fetter, Sou,ce Booi i" EconoMic,.) Simi
lar volumes have been made up of material on special economic prob
lems. References to many of these will be found among the reading 
lists appended to the different chapters in this book. 

General Works on Economics. - Other American textbooks on 
economics, of college grade, are: C. J. Bullock, ,,,,,,tX/w/io,, 10 14 __ 
Siudy of Econo",ics; F. A. Fetter, PrillCiplu of EcMfO",ics; IrvinJt 
Fisher, Ele",e""a,y P,incipla of EcoNo",ics; H. R. Seager, ,,,,,,tX/w/io,, 
10 EcoNomics; E. R. A. Seligman, P,itICipks of EcOflO",ics; F. lI. 
Taylor, P,illCiples of EcONO",ics; and J. R. Turner, ,,,,,,tX/w/io,, 10 
Economics. Larger in scope or more detailed in their treatment of the 
general principles of economics are H. J. Davenport, Eco_io cf 
E""erprise; F. A. Fetter,'EcoNo",ics (2 vols.); A. T. Hadley, Econo",je, .. 
F. W. Taussig, Principles of Eco"omics (2 vols.). F. A. Walker'lI Poli/i,al 
EcOtlomy (" advanced course "), although presenting a IIOmewhat 
antiquated view of economic principles, will be found It ill to poMoCSl 

much interest for the reader. 
Among English books, Alfred Marshall's PritICipks of Eco"o",ill 

occupies a peculiarly au~horitative position. It is cliaracteriud by an 
unusually intimate grasp of the facts of modern economic life and by a 
rare degree of ability in critical analysis. It attempts to reconcile many 
of the modem developments in economic analysis with the fundamental 
tenets of the political economy of David Ric.rdo and John Stuart Mill. 
Marshall's Pri",ipk.s is difficult for any but the mature IItudent, and 
his own attempt at an abridgment, his EcOflO",ics of Irtdusl", is 
distinctly inferior to the larger work. Two excellent boob that are 
based fn large measure on Marshall'lI P,itlCipks are S. J. Chapman, 
OutlillU of Political EconOMY, and A. W. Flu, EcOflO",ic P,itICiplu. 
The comprehensive English work of J. S. Xichol50n (Principles tif Poli/j. 
cal Eco"o",y, 3 vols.) is e,·en more conservative in matten of economic 
theory than is Marshall's. Edwin Cannan's We4ll4 is a .man manual 
with an original and suggestive point of view. One of the most Dotable 
recent English works is P. H. Wicksteed's T/U C __ Stlls. tif Politic.J 
EcOflO",y. Henry Clay's Ect1llOMics, a very readable book, is avaiUble 
in an American edition, prepared by E. E. Agger. 

Special mention can be made of oaly a few 01 the more important 
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German and Austrian works on general economics. Adolf Wagner's 
C,uMlegung de, polilischen Oekonomie (2 vols.) is characterized by great 
erudition and by systematic and painstaking classifications and defini
tions. It puts especial emphasis upon the general ethical and politi
cal aspects of economic problems. The Allgemeine Yolkswi,'schaf's
leh"e of Gustav Schmoller (2 vols.) is characterized by the consistent 
use of the historical method, and by the extent to which psychology 
and ethnology as well as history are drawn upon to explain modern 
economic institutions. Wilhelm Lexis's Allgemeine Yolkswi,hchafts
leh,e is a smaller work, embodying a better exposition of fundamental 
economic principles than is found in most German treatises, and dis
tinguished by a realistic account of economic processes and by a large 
measure of originality. The Allgemeine Yolkswi,tschaftsieh,e of 
Eugen von Phillipovich (2 vols.) contains a more systematic presenta
tion of general economics than does any other work in the German 
language. It is distinctly catholic, or perhaps, eclectic, in its general 
theories. Robert Liefmann's C,undsiJtze der Yolkswi,tschaftsleh,e 
(2 vols.) is of somewhat less importance than the other works men
tioned. 

The T,ailllhlorique eI p,atique d'iconomie politique (4 vols.) of Paul 
Leroy-Beaulieu may be taken as the best example of a rather dogmatic 
type of laissez-faire economics that still commands a large and influen
tial following in France. Representative of a newer school of thought, 
more hospitable to various projects for constructive economic better
ment, is the work of Charles Gide, whose two books on general econom
ics are available in English translation (Polilical Eumomy and P,in
ciples of Political Economy). One of the best modern French works is 
Adolphe Landry's Manllel d'iconomiqlle. Other books of high quality 
are H. Truchy's Cou,s d'«onomie polilique and B. Nogaro's T,aill 
Ilemenlai,e d'l(;onomie politique. C. Colson's Cou,s d' «onomie poli
lique (6 vols.) is an important work. 

In other European countries, especially in Italy, Holland, and the 
Scandinavian countries, there has been much economic writing of. high 
order. Attention may be called to the English translation of the excel
lent Dutch work of N. G. Pierson, Principles of Economics (2 vols.), 
to the French translation (Manuel d'iconomie politique) of a book (in 
Italian) by Vilfredo Pareto, which is possibly the most noteworthy of 
various modern works in which mathematical methods are used in 
economic analysis, and to the German translations of two important 
works by the Scandinavian scholars K. Wicksell (Y orlesungen iiber 
N ationaliikonomie) and G. Cassel (Theorelische Socialiikonomie). 

Encyclopedias. - The most comprehensive encyclopedia of economics 
is the great HandwiJrterbuci der Slaalswissenschafle1l (3d ed., 7 vols. 
4th ed. in process of publication) edited by Conrad and others. . A 
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smaller, but useful, German reference work is the Wllrterbud 4" Volh
wirtschaft (3d ed., 2 vols.), edited by Elster. In French, the Nou~a. 
dictionnaire d'leonomie politique (2 vols., with supplements), edited by 
Say and Chailley, is already somewhat antiquated and represente a 
rather narrow point of view. For special fields there are the Didi",," 
naire des finances (2 vols.), edited by Say and Foyot, and the Dictiort
naire du commerce, de l'industrie, et de la bang," (2 vols.), edited by 
Guyot and RafIalovich. The English Didionary of Political &0"0"', 
(3 vols.), edited by Palgrave, is a standard reference work. There il no 
American dictionary or encyclopedia covering the whole field of econom
ics. The Encyclopredia of Social Reform, edited by Bliss, is useful in 
its special field. Although published in the early eighties, lOme of the 
articles in Lalor's Cyclopredia of Political Science, Political &o"o",y, 
and United States History (3 vols.) remain of value. The Cyclopedia 
of American Government, edited by McLaughlin and Hart, may be con
sulted on topics in public finance and related fields. 

Periodicals. - Many of the most important contributions to eco
nomics appear in special periodicals devoted to the lubject. Io the 
United States there are the Quarterly Journal of &o"omic" the Jour"al 
of Political Economy (monthly), and the Amer;ca" Economic Review 
(the organ of the American Economic Association, quarterly). The 
Political Science Quarterly, the Annals of tile America" Acade"" of 
Political and Social Science (monthly), the A _ica" Political Scienc, 
Review (quarterly), and the America" Journal of Sociology (bi·monthly), 
frequently publish papers that are of importance for the Itudent of 
economics. Limited to more specialized field. are the Jourfl4l of IhI 
A mer'ca" Statistical A ssociation, the Review of Economic Statistics, 
the American Labor Legislation Rmew, the Bulleti" of tile Natio"al 
Ta" Associatio" (monthly), and the SUnley (weekiy, covering the field 
of charities and other organized movements for social betterment). 

In England the principal economic periodical. are the &OIfomic 
Jou,nal (the quarterly organ of the Royal Economic Society), the 
J ou,,,al of tile Royal Statistical Society (quarter1y), and &tnU/mic. 
(three numbers a year). The economic journali of the varioul countries 
of continent.a1 Europe, although of great value to the specialist, are 
too numerous to mention here. 

The " trade journals" of different special industries and in the field. 
of banking and insurance are often useful to the special Itudenu in 
these fields. In particular the periodicals dealing with the general con
ditions of business and the money market are often indispensable. The 
Commercial and Financial Chronicle of New York (weekly) may be spe
cially mentioned on account of the completeness and accuracy of it. 
statistics of money market conditions. For London the &o""",ill 
and the Statisl occupy a similar position. The A "nua/ Financial Review 
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contains convenient compilations of the more important statistics that 
have appeared in the Commercial and Financial Chronicle during the 
preceding year. Such annuals as the Statesman's Year Book (London), 
Whitaker's Almanac (London), and the World Almanac (New York). 
are often useful for reference purposes. 

Reference to the enormous output of articles on economic subjects in 
periodicals of a more general or popular type is now easy by using the 
.. cumulative indexes" and" readers' guides" that will be found in most 
colleges and public libraries. These articles are, of course, of very 
uneven quality and must be used discriminatingly. Most of the more 
important current articles on economic topics are listed, with many 
brief abstracts or appraisals, in the successive numbers of the American 
Economic Review. 

Books in Special Fields. - The references given in connection with 
the different chapters in this volume are sufficient to enable one to make 
a fairly thorough study of the different subjects treated in these chapters. 
Many of the books referred to contain more elaborate bibliographies on 
their special subjects. The student should, of course, be familiar with 
the use of the card catalogue of a modern library. In using such a cata
logue it should be remembered that the library classification of books by 
subjects is very rarely entirely satisfactory, so that one should exercise 
one's ingenuity in searching under different subjects. The Library of 
Congress has printed in pamphlet form lists of books and articles on 
various practical economic problems, and is often able to furnish, at a 
small price, shorter typewritten lists of references on other subjects. 
Short annotated bibliographies are issued by different state legislative 
libraries and municipal reference libraries. The bibliographies in the 
various economic encyclopedias, especially the H andworterbuch der 
Staatswissenschaften, will often be found helpful. A very complete list 
of new books in various fields of economics is published quarterly in the 
A merican Economic Review. 

Government Publications. - The student should early acquire some 
familiarity with the use of government documents as first-hand sources 
of information. A~ide from statutes and the proceedings of legislative 
bodies these publications include: (I) annual reports of different ad
ministrative departments and bureaus; (2) reports of special investiga
tions made by the permanent bureaus or by special commissions; 
(3) records of the hearings before legislative committees of inquiry. 
A record of the enormous output of the publications of the federal 
government is contained in the Monthly Catalogue of Public Documents, 
published by the Superintendent of Documents, Washington. This 
has an annual index, and a comprehensive Document Catalogue is also 
published for each Congressional period.. The Chuk List of GOflern
ment Documents is convenient to use in locating regular or routine docu-
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ments published before 1910.. The A .. Moltwi TIJIIlu ",.114 ens.li
dalul Ir.d~:r III lu C".Vessillrt4i Seri#s tlf U.iltwi SIGle. PNlic D« .. 
IMfIIs may also be used for the lame purpow. Poore', DtK"l'i .. 
Cala/"fue tlf lIIeG_.1OteIII PNlicoli ... '" lu U.~ SIGles, 177r1881, 
is useful in locating irregular or obscure publicatioDi of vanou, IOrts. 
In nearly every congressional district there i, a public or college library 
which is an official depository for federal documenu and hu a nearly 
complde set of those published in recent yean. Current document, 
may !IOmetimes be obtained without charge from the deparlmenu or 
bureaus issuing them, or from the R.epresentative or Senator from onc', 
district or state. They can always be pun:hued at ,man pricel from 
the Superintendent of Documents. The Superintendent of Documenu 
issues small printed price lists of the publications ia di!erent epecial 
fields. 

The Library of Congress publishes a JI",lIJ.l, Lid", SIGle D",.rw"s. 
Bowker's SIiJU P.blicolill" (three parts) pve a fairly complete list up 
to about 1900, and a full indes to the economic _una" ia the docu
ments of !lOme of the larger states hu beea published by the Canaegie 
Institution. Municipal documents are often published ia aa UDlYllte
matic way, and there is no general in des or list of either current or put 
municipal publications. The student should find it both practicable 
and instructive, however, to beco'De acquainted with the published 
documents of the city in which he lives, or those of lOme larp city ia 
his state. 

The British Porli4.-.,or, P.~s contain a wealth of _terial oa a 
wide range of economic topics. Much of this is listed ia P. S. ~ng It 
Son', C4lallltue '" Porli.~, P.~I, 1801-1900 (with S."krw.ts, 
1901-1910,1911-1920). Lists of curreat publicatioDi are published by 
several London dealers. The more important ODeS are DOted ia the 
English economic jounWs. Among the gOYefllment publicatioDi of 
other countries we call mention here only the valuable statistical year
books published by _ny natioDi and by a nnmber of important citia. 
The Sl4lislisc/us I_hd fijr l", IHwls£u Reid is one 01 the best of 
these. The JlII.,IIl, BtJldi. '" Sl4lislicl, isalKd by the League of 
Nations, gives a convenient summary of such current statistical iD
formation &II has iaternational signilicance. 
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Bagehot. Walter, quoted, 705,708. 
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338.350. 
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National banking system, Federal 
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legislation, 670. 
Bastiat, Frid~ric, 710. 
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Bentham, Jeremy, 706. 
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Bill of exchange, 266, 340. 
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Bland·Allison Act, 248. 
Bogart, E. L., on land grants, 86. 
Bohm·Bawerk, E. von, on nature of 

capital. 115. 
Bolshevism, 611. 
Bonds, corporation, 207; government, 

642; as security for bank notes, 271, 
277. See Public debts. 

Bowley, A. L., on incomes in the United 
Kingdom, 536. 

Boycotts, legality of, 470. 
Brassage, 241. 
Brown, E. F .• on factory inspection in 

the United States, 483. 
Budgets, 630. 
Bullock. C. J., on federal expenditures, 

620. 
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Business cycles, 320; phenomena of, 
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tbeories of, 323; relation to weather 
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Business organization, forms of, 201. 
Business profits, in American usage, 514. 

Call loans, '75. 
Canadian Industrial Disputes Act, 457. 
Canals. 40, 83, 204, SS3. 
Canon law, economic; ideas in, 703. 
Carey, H. C., 711, 712. 
Carver, T. N., on the effects of the ma

chine system upon the workers, 121. 
Capital, 103; in business usage, 206. 
Capital goods, 102; as a factor in pro
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vestment in, 496, 5°5; replacement of, 
496 ; effects of varying degrees of 
durability of, 498; price of, how de
termined, 177, 501, 394; productivity 
of, relation to interest, 388, 492. 

Cassel, Gustav, doctrine of purchasing
power parity, 35'. 

Capita\ization, corporation, 206, 207, 210, 
2.1; of rent, 412, 589. 

Central banks, '79. 305, 338. 
Central reserve system, 271. 
Charters, corporation, '04-
Chase, Salmon P., '71. 
Child labor laws, 46, 474. 
Choice, 97. 
Christianity, inlluence on economic 

thought, 703. 
Cities, growth of, in United States, 58. 
Class price, 194. 
Classical school, 746. 
Clayton Anti-trust Act, 226; in relation 

to labor organizations, 470. 
Clearing houses, 26 •• 
Clearing-house loan certificates, 279. 
Clearing system, 262. 
Closed-shop policy, 443 It, 445. 
Coinage, 234; of standard money, 239; 

llinited, 242. 
Coke, definition of monopolY, ISo .. 

181. 
Collective bargaining, 438, 442, 444. 
Colonial policy, British, 73. 
Coman, Katherine, on earlY cotton in

dustry,75. 
Combination Act, British, 50, 469. 
Combinations, industrial, 216; public 

policy toward, 229; in other countries, 
231; railway, 556. 

Commercial paper, 266, 340. 

Commons, J. It., on diviaion of labor In 
packing industry, 119; on labor·tum
over, 487. 

Communism, 603. 
Communi.t Manifeoto, 599. 600. 
Comparative cosh, law of, 359; relation 

to doctrine of free trade, 173. 
Competition, deocribed, '3; failure of, 

under certain conditions, 188; relation 
to maximum ... tilfaction of want .. 
531. 

Competitive investment, 504. 
Compulsory arbitration, 89, 457. 
Compulsory investigation, 457. 
Comte, Auguste, 709. 
Concentration in industry, So. Su 

Large-ecale production. 
Concentration of wealth, distinguished 

from large-ecale production, SlJ ; 
methodt of measuring, 5J9; ca ...... 
546 ; pouibility of Ieuening, 548 ; 
.uggested remedi .... 549. 

Conspiracy, legalltatus of. 50. 469. 
Constant apeDIeI, re1ation to lIOl1IIal 

price, 166. 
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ment regulation of industry, 90; to 
railway regulation, 176, 570; to tau
tion, 675· 

Consumen' surplus. I SJ. 
Consumption, defined, 126; ItatistiCi of, 

137· 
Consumption good .. 101. 
Consumption lueS, 687. 
Contract. &I an economic Institution. '0. 
ContributorY nq\igence, legal doctrine 

of. 484-
COOperation, &I an economic institution, 

• 5; different form. of. 46.; in market
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Copyrights, 19; au lIOUfteof monopoly. 
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Cost of production, 141. S. EspemCI 

of productioa. 
Cotton industry. crowth 01 in ear\y 
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Credit, nature of, 264; personal credit, 
264; bank credit, 265; credit trans
actions, 261; agricultural credit, 585. 

Crises, 323; crisis of 18q2, 248; 1907, 
279. See Business cycles. 

Culbertson, W. S., quoted, 370. 
Custom, as an economic institution, 26. 
Customs duties, fiscal aspects of, 376, 677. 

Se. Protection. 

Dartmouth College case, 204. 
Decreasing expenses, relation to normal 

price, 164. 
Deferred payments, standard of, 314. 
DeJUand, nature of, 148; demand curve, 

150. 
Deposits, bank, 266. 
Dewing, A. S., on inefficiency of indus

trial combinations, 219. 
Diminishing productivity, 384: social 

aspects of, 399. See Marginal pro
ductivity. 

Diminishing returns, 413. 
Diminishing utility, 127. 
Direct appropriation, stage of, 27. 
Direct taxes, 675: use of, by federal 

government, 677. 
Discount, bank, 266 n.: rates, relation of, 

to balance of payments, 348. 
Distribution of wealth, as a general eco

nomic problem, 382: among persons, 
533· 

Distributive coOperation, 462. 
Distributive justice, 627. 
Division of labor, 15, 118; effects upon 

the worker, 120: relation to condition 
of decreasing expenses, 165. 

Documentary bills, 340. 
Dollar exchange, 350. 
Domestic system, 33. 
Dumping, 360. 

Economics, defined, 2 : distinguished 
from economy, 10: concepts of, 93: 
relation to other sciences, 9: laws of,S. 

Economic classes, 17. 
Economic goods, defined, 96. 
Economic laws, 5. 
Economic society, evolution of, 27. 
Economic stages, 27: in American 

history, 53. 
Economic thought, history of, 701 : 

present condition of, 713. 
Effort, necessary to production, 96. 
Eggleston, Edward, 53. 
Elasticity of demand, IS:>. 

Emery, H. C., on early hostility to rail-
ways, 84. 

Employers' associations, 88, 452. 
Employers' liability, law of, 48, 483. 
Engel, Ernst, laws of expenditure, 138. 
Engels, Friedrich, 599. 
Entrepreneur, functions of, 117. Su 

Profits. 
Entrepreneur's wage, 161, 516. 
Equation of exchange, 293. 
Esteem, desire for, as an economic 

motive, 94. 
Ethics, relation to economics, 11. 
Excess-profits tax, 527, 686. 
Exchange, IS. See Division of labor. 
Exchange value, 144. 
Expenses of production, 141; relation to 

price, 158, 178: in business cycle, 329. 
Export of capital, 347. 
Express trusts, 213. 

Fabian Society, 601. 
Factors of production, 112. 

Factory acts, in England, 46; in United 
States, 482. 

Factory system, in England, 42: in 
United States, 75. 

Faculty principle, in taxation, 6g8. 
Fair competition, 24, 224, 228. 
Farm Labor, 591. 
Farms, sile of, in United States, 579; 

ownership and tenancy, 582: indebted
ness, 585. 

Favoritism, as a source of monopoly 
power, 184, 187. 

Federal Farm Loan Act, 588. 
Federal Reserve Board, 281. 
Federal reserve system, organi2ation, 

280 : reserves, 281; rediscounting, 
282; note issue, 283; other functions, 
284; during the World War, 286; 
possible action in business cycle, 337; 
relation to agricultural credit, 590; 
resources and liabilities of, 288. 

Federal taxation, 675. 
Federal Trade Commission, 227. 
Fees, as source of public revenue, 655. 
Fellow-servant doctrine, 484. 
Fiat money, 258. 
Final consumption, 126. 
Finance bills, 346. 
Fiscal monopolies, 186, 682. 
Fisher, Irving, proposal for a .. stabilized 

dollar," 317; statistical verification of 
the equation of Exchange, 295 II. 
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Fisher, W. C., on tabular standard, 315. 
Fisk, G. M., on early restrictions on in

ternational trade, 356. 
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